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ABSTRACT 
This technical note is a guide to the use of Q-GERT CAP) 
installed on the Computer Center's IBM 360/67 under OS/MVT. 
It assumes that the user is familiar with network simulation 
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1. Introduction 
Q-GERT CAP) is the acronym for "Queueing - Graphical 
Evaluation and Review Technique (Analysis Program)". It is 
a copyrighted FORTRAN-based network simulation language - an 
outgrowth of GASP IV - all of which is due to A. Alan B. Pritsker. 
A description of Q-GERT, along with the details of its use, is 
included in the combination textbook/user's manual by Pritsker, 
"Modeling and Analysis Using Q-GERT Networks" (Reference 1). 
The NPS-installed Q-GERT resides on DISK~2. Information 
concerning the utility programs that are used to manage the 
Q-GERT program is contained in references 3 and 4. 
There are three data sets for Q-GERT on DISK~2, namely, lOADLie 
S YS 3. GlfittEilT'- (! V t. StxA~t£ SYS3 · Q'Eef. ~ Y~ · ""' (1) F0840.QGERT~VG78.SOURCE (Source Library); (2) F0840.QGERT. 
SYS3. ~&EaT. t!.'/ll. 0 VLYLOA I> 
V678.LQADLIB (Load Library); and (3) F0840.QGERT.V678.0VLYLOAD 
(Load Module with Overlay Structure). 
(1) The source library contains each of the more than 
100 subroutines and the main body program as members of the 
data set with 'BLOCK DATA' being part of the main program 
member. This data set exists in card image form and is used 
for performing updates to the program. This data set occupies 
56 of the 60 3330 tracks allocated, and requires 6 directory 
blocks. 
(2) The load library consists of members, each of which 
is a compiled version of the respective source library member. 
This data set is NOT executable, as it exists because external 
references are not resolved and no overlay structure is constructed. 
It is used for executing Q-GERT when User Functions are employed 
by the modeler (See reference;l for a discussion of User Functions). 
The PROCedure used with this data set compiles the User Function, 
creates an overlay structure, and executes the program. This 
data set is used also to create the load module with the overlay 
structure. This data set occupies 30 of the 40 3330 tracks 
allocated, and uses 16 directory blocks. 
(3) The load module with overlay structure is a single 
member data set named QGERT. It is the result of relinking the 
Load Library and the building of an overlay structure which 
decreases the required core space, but increases execution time. 
The PROCedure used with this data set is employed to execute 
QGERT when no User Function is required by the modeler. External 
references are resolved and the data set is ready for execution 
at the GO step. This data set occupies 20 of the 40 3330 tracks 




-G"ERT on the NPS' Com: U:te:r Center's IBM 360/67 
2.1 Job Set-up for Running Q-GERT Without User Function 
or User Subroutines UI/UO 
II Standard OS job card (See 3.3.2.1 of NPS User's Manual-- Ref 5) 
II EXEC QGERTG 
I !GO. SYSIN DD 1: 
< Q-GERT GEN card > 
< Q-GERT data card > 
< Q-GERT FIN card > 
Note: See Appendix B.l for a sample run. 
2.2 Job Set-up for Running Q-GERT With User Function 
and/or User Subroutines UI/UO 
II Standard OS job card (See 3.3.2.1 of NPS User's Manual --Ref 5) 
II EXEC QGERTCLG 
//FORT.SYSIN DD * 
< 1st Q-GERT User Function card > 
< 2nd Q-GERT User Function card > 
< Q-GERT User Function END card > 
< Q-GERT UI data cards (if desired) > 
< Q-GERT UO data cards Cif desired) > 
Continued on next page ... 
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2.2 (Cont'd) Job Set-up for Running Q-GERT with User Options 
Continued from preceding page ... 
I* 
//GO.SYSIN DD * 
< Q-GERT GEN card > 
< Q-GERT data card > 
< Q-GERT FIN card > 
I* 
Notes: UI and UO cards may also be placed following the 
Q-GERT BEG or FIN cards; however, no listing for 
UI/UO will appear on the printout. See reference 1 
for details on use of UF, UI, UO, and US. 
See Appendix B.2 for a ~ample run with these user o~tions. 
2.3 Job Set-up for Running Q-GERT with Data Card Punch 
Option from UF, UI, or UO. 
Set up for running Q-GERT with the user function, as described 
in 2.2, and insert the following card immediately preceding 
the n//GO.SYSIN DD *" card: 
//GO.FT12F001 DD SYSOUT=B,DCB=CRECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=l600) 
The FORTRAN statement in UF, UI, or UO needed to punch 
cards is 
WRITEC12,xxxx) .... , where xxxx is the format statement 
number. 
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3. Features and Operational Procedures of Q-GERT 
3.1 Resource Allocation Modeling Capability of Q-GERT 
The Q-GERT version installed at NPS has a capability 
for accommodating the handling of resources by type and number. 
The quantity of each type of resource initially available is 
defined by a RES (for "RESource") card. Transactions requiring 
a resource wait for that resource in Q-nodes which precede res-
ource allocation nodes called ALLOCATE nodes. Resources no longer 
needed by a transaction are made available by causing the trans-
action to pass through a FREE node. Adjustments to quantities 
of resources are achieved by ALTER nodes. Resource handling 
may also be accomplished through User Function and use of the 
subprograms IALOC, FREE, and ALTER. Details, including examples, 
of the Q-GERT resource allocation feature are provided in 
Reference l. Holders of the lst edition of that text should 
consult Reference 6. 
3.2 Dimensioning of Q-GERT 
The problem-size handling capability of Q-GERT is 
summarized below. Refer to Appendix E.l for a detailed list 
of array sizes. 
100 Nodes 100 Activities 
100 Parameter sets 
50 Servers 
100 Q-nodes + Statistic nodes 
50 Q-nodes + S-nodes 
20 Source Nodes 40 Resource types 
30 Auxiliary Attributes (for up to 500 transactions) 
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The allowable size of the network can be increased by 
changing the values of the variables given in column 3 of 
Table 1 in Appendix E.l in the main program, and by changing 
the dimensions of the arrays defined by the COMMON cards 
in the main program and all subprograms. The arrays to be 
changed for scaling Q-GERT to specific network configuration 
requirements should be clear from Appendix E.l. 
The dimension of the arrays used for statistic-gathering 
requires some discussion. A histogram is maintained for each 
statistic node and Q-Node (SINK nodes are always statistics nodes). 
One hundred(MXSTA) histograms are permitted. The arrays 
associated with the number of statistics collected are: 
JCELSCMXSTA,MXCEL), JSINKCMXSTA), NSINKCMXSTA), NSNRCMXSTA), 
SNODE(MXSTA,7), WIDTHCMXSTA), XLOWCMXSTA), and XSTUSCMXSTA). 
The array SUMA maintains statistics on release times of 
statistics nodes, average number of transactions in a Q-Node 
for a run, average busy time of servers for a run, average 
blocking time caused by a Q-Node or an S-Node, and average 
number of transactions balking from a Q-Node or S-Node. The 
number of rows of SUMA must be greater than: 
(number of statistics nodes) + (number of Q-Nodes) 
+ (number of servers incident to blocking Q-Nodes or 
S-Nodes) + (number of Q-Nodes or S-Nodes from which 




3,3 Q-GERT Data Structure 
3,3.1 Event and Blocking Files 
Array NNVNT is equi~alenced to EEVNT. 
Each entry in NNVNT consists of 5 values, namely, 
(1) Pointer to successor entry (zero if none); 
(2) Event time [EEVTI]; 
(3) Pointer to activity description in NSET/QSET [JJPAC]; 
(4) Pointer to transaction attributes in NESCR/DESCR [JJPTR]; 
(5) Pointer to predecessor entry (zero if none). 
Pointers always give the first cell (word) of a group of cells. 
Thus, for the event file, pointers reference the location in 
which the successor event is stored. For the event file, the 




pointer to first event in the list; 
pointer to event in middle of event list; 
pointer to last event in list, 
Events inserted into the event file are ordered according to 
the following rules: 
If the event is to occur at current time, the event is 
placed at the head of the list, that is, MFEE will 
point to it; 
If the event is not to occur at current time, the event is 
inserted based on event time, low value first with ties 
broken on a FIFO basis. 
Transactions and service activities that are blocked by node I 
are stored in NNVNT/EEVNT on a FIFO basis with the pointer to 
the first entry defined by MFEB(I). 
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3 . 3 . 2 Activ~ty Description 
Activity descriptions are stored in array NSET/QSET. 
Activities which emanate from node I are accessed through the 
pointer to the first activity referenced by MFECI). Each activity 
then points to a successor activity which emanates from node I. 
Each activity has seven descriptors associated with it: 
(1) Pointer to successor activity description (zero if none); • 
(2) End node number; 
(3) Parameter set number; 
(4) Distribution type code; 
(5) Negative of start node number if negative (for Q-Nodes 
and S-Nodes); pointer tm condition code if positive; 
(6) Activity number; 
(7) Cumulative probability of taking this activity or one 
of its predecessors emanating from the same node as 
this activity, or order of testing for conditions. 
For the service activity IACT, the array MSTUS(IACT) is used to 
maintain the number of parallel servers associated with IACT. 
3.3.3 Transaction Description 
The attributes of transactions are stored in the 
array DESCR/NESCR. There are NDE attributes per transaction. 
JJPTR is used to point to the first location in DESCR where a 
transaction's attributes are stored. The mark time of a trans-
action is maintained in location DESCR(JJPTR + NDE-1). 
When Node I is required to save the attributes of incoming 
transactions (due to accumulation), NDPT(I) is used to maintain 
the pointer to the transaction's attributes that were selected 
in accordance with the choice criterion associated with the node. 
When a transaction is generated, its description is stored in 
DESCR starting in position MFAD. 
3.3.4 Transactions in Q-Nodes 
Transactions ~n Q-Nodes are maintained by 
ordering the pointers to the transaction's attributes. Two 
arrays are used for this purpose: 
NPTR(J) 
NQAT(J) 
Pointer to next cell of NPTR where the 
following transaction in the queue is stored. 
Pointer to location in DESCR where attributes 
of the transaction are stored. 
For Q-Node N, MFEQCIQ) is used to locate the first trans-
action in the Q-Node, where IQ is a relative Q-Hode number. 
MLEQCIQ) is the location of the last transaction in the queue. 
Example --: For Q-Node NODE, the relative Q-Node number is obtained 
from the following statement: 
IQ = LSINK(NODE) - NSKS 
The pointer to the first transaction in the queue is 
obtained from MFEQCIQ): 
IPTR = MFEQCIQ). 
The attributes of the transactions are stored in DESCR starting 
at location NQATCIPTR). The second transaction in the queue is 
at 
IPTRS = NPTRCIPTR) 
and its attributes are located in DESCR starting at location 
NQATCIPTRS). 
.... 9..,... 
3.3.5 Node Description 
Node information is provided by the following 
arrays: 














Zero for regular and source nodes. 
Relative node number for statistics and sink nodes. 
Pointer to NSET where the description of the 
first activity emanating from node I is stored. 
Attribute associated with NDCHCI,l). 
Choice criterion: 1 (first); 2 (Last); 3 (Small); 
4 (Big) 
Pointer to attributes to associate with events 
scheduled from the node. 
Node to branch from when node I is released. 
Number of releases remaining. 
Subsequent number of· releases required. 
First release requirement. 
Number of times node I was released. 
Branching code: 1 (Deterministic); 2 (Probabilistic); 
3 (Condition take-first); 4 (Condition take-all) 
Pointer to assignment information: • 
0 (No assignment at node); >0 (Location of 
assignment information in NDSTR/XDSTR. 
Statistics code: 0 (None); 1 (First); 2 CAll); 




The index is either a relative Q-Node number, IQ, 
or a node number, NODE. 
IMNQCIQ) Ranking Rule: 0 (FIFO); 1 (LIFO); 2 (Small); 
3 CBig) 
JSINKCNODE) Node to balk to: if 0 blocking allowed; if -1, 
the balking transaction is lost to the system. 
LSINK(NODE) NSKS plus relative Q-node number. 
MFEQCIQ) Pointer to first waiting transaction. 
MLEQCIQ) Pointer to last waiting transaction. 
NDCH(NODE,2) Attribute number for small or big ranking rule. 
NREL{NODE) Current number in queue. 
NRELPCNODE) Initial number in queue. 
NREL2(NODE) Capacity of queue. 
NSAQCIQ) Associated Selector-node numbers. 







of following servers 
(Idle) 
(Blocked) 
(Number of busy servers) 
Number of transactions that have 
through the queue. 
passed 
SBLKCIQ) Sum of blocking time of server of queue. 
SBUSCIQ) Sum of busy time of server of queue. 
TLCBCIQ) Time of last change of server status. 
TLCQCIQ) Time of last change of queue status. 
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3.3.7 Selector and Match Nodes 
MFESQCIQ) Pointer to location in NSETS where Q-nodes 
associated with the S-Node or Match node 
are stored. 
NRELP(NODE) Q-Node selection rule* 
NREL2CNODE) Server selection Rule** 
LSINK(NODE) Negative of relative selector node number. 
For servers emanating from selector nodes: 
NPO(ISERV) 
NABA/XABA 
Pointer to NABA/XABA where server status 









status of server 
time of last status change 
sum of busy times 
pointer to modifications in NABA/XABA 
pointer to server attributes in NSET/QSET 
sum of block times. 
Note: NPO and NABA/XABA are also used by nonserver activities 
to store nodal modifications. 
* See Table 5.2 of Reference 1 for codes. 
** See Table 5.3 of Reference 1 for codes. 
3,3.8 Additional Input Features of Q-GERT 
3,3.8.1 Suppressing the Echo Check 
A new option for Field 19 of the GEN card has been added in 
order to permit the supp1..,essing of the Echo Check. Enter "E4" 
in Field 19 of the GEN card to suppress the echo check. 
3.3.8.2 Comment Cards With Input Data 
Comments can be inserted in the Q-GERT input data by putting an 
asterisk (*) in Column 1. 
3.3.8.3 Comment on Conditional Branching 
Conditional branching on node release has been changed to 
conditional branching based on a transaction passage through 
a node. Thus, Ni.R for a branch will cause the branch to be 
selected only if NTC(i) > 0. Note that NTC(i) could be equal 
to zero because it was reset at the time from which statistics 
will be kept (Field 13 of the GEN card). 
3.3.8,4 Selective Tracing of Runs 
Selective tracing within a run can be accomplished by setting 
the Q-GERT variable ITRAC equal to 1 in function UF at the 
time it is desired to start tracing. The trace can be turned 
off by resetting ITRAC to zero. ITRAC is in the labeled COMMON 
block GENL. 
3,3,8.5 Specifying Activity Durations 
Subroutine US(J,DTIM) has been added as a user-written sub-
routine for specifying activity durations. The activity 
specification is (US,J) where J is the user subroutine number. 
Subroutine US can be used to avoid recursive calls to Function UF. 
3.3.8.6 Listing On-going Activities 
A list of on-going activities at the end of each run is printed 
as part of the run summary report. A list of on-going activities 
can be obtained at any time by calling subroutine PACTY. 
3.3.8.7 Use of Functions NO, LO, and PO 
When using functions NO and LO, they must be declared as type 
INTEGER in the calling routine; when using function PO, it must 
be declared as type REAL in the calling routine. 
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3.3.8.8 Specifying Input Data -- Warning 
Problems may arise due to inadvertent 
use of mixed mode arithmetic. Therefore, the Q-GERT modeler 
should be aware of the following: 
a. Q-GERT data input card formats specify REAL or INTEGER 
Cor either) values for numeric fields. 
-- if an INTEGER number is placed in an input field 
calling for "Real", then the Real equivalent of the integer 
is used; 
~'("' i.f a 'REAL number is placed in an input field 
calling for ttinteger tt, then the decimal oart of the real 
number is truncated and the integer equivalent of the trun-
cated result is used. 
b. User functions and Subroutines UI/UO . 
......... When calling a Q-GERT function or subroutine, care 
must be taken to ensure that each FORTRAN calling argument, 
if any, is specified in the proper mode (REAL/INTEGER). 
3.3,8,9 Auxiliary Attributes Limitation 
The version of FORTRAN used at NPS (1979) 
does not permit variable dimensioning of arrays as described in 
Chapter 9 of Reference 1. Thus, only one auxiliary array is 
available. The calling arguments NATT and NROWS in the sub-
programs FREEA, INITA, and STORA may be set to a maximum value 
of 30 and 500, respectively, and the user may assign any REAL 
label to the auxiliary attribute array. 
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3,3.9 Comments on Data-Gathering and Reporting in Q-GERT 
3.3.9.1 Statistics/Sink Node Histograms 
Input conditions for STATISTICS and SINK nodes histograms have 
been changed from those indicated in Reference 1. If defaulted, 
no histograms are permitted. If the width is specified as zero, 
the histogram cell ranges are automatically computed based on the 
first run values. The possible settings for the upper limit of 











FIRST RUN FINAL RUN 
CU,W) CU 2W) 
No histogram No histogram 
(0,1) Calculated 
CU,W) -.Calculated~'; 
No histogram (U,W) 
*If a first run report is not requested for this case, CU,W) 
are used in the final run. Additionally, if only one observ-
ation is made on the first run, CU,W) are used in the final run. 
3,3,9.2 Transaction Passages Through Nodes 
The number of passages of transactions through each node of the 
network, NTCCNODE), is now printed at the end of each run report. 
The variable NTCCNODE) is reset to zero when statistics are 
cleared and at the beginning of every run. NTCCNODE) is 
increased by l before attribute assignments are made at NODE, 
thus, the number of transaction passages includes the current 
transaction when referenced in a user function. When balking 
or nodal modifications is encountered at NODE, NTCCNODE) is not 
increased, as these events are not considered to be transaction 
passage through NODE. 
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3.3.9.3 Waiting Times at Queue Nodes 
The average waiting time of transactions at Q-Nodes is now printed 
as part of every summary report. FUNCTION AVEWTCNODE) has been 
added to the list of Q-GERT subprograms to allow the user to 
access the average waiting time at Q-node NODE. FUNCTION 
AVEWT assumes that the waiting time of each transaction currently 
in the Q-node is the entire waiting time for that transaction. 
3.3.9.4 Time Between Node Releases 
The calculation of statistics on the time between node releases (B) 
has been altered in the situation when statistics collection 
begins at a time TBEG. The change involves using the first 
release time after TBEG as a reference time, and not including 
it as an observation value.. This is consistent with the 
calculation for B-statistics performed at the beginning of a run. 
3.3.9.5 Balking Rate over Multiple R~ns 
The calculation for the average balking rate over multiple runs 
has been altered and may result in a small change in the average 
of the averages. 
3, 3. 9 .. 6 Extraneous Sink Nodes on Output Report 
If non-existent nodes are reported in 
the Node Statistic Output, e.g., node "O" with label "RABLA' .x", 
then Field 8 of the GEN card must be corrected to reflect the 
actual number of SIN cards in the Q-GERT input deck. 
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APPENDIX A -- Q-GERT ERROR CODES 
Q-GERT error codes may be either warning codes or fatal-error 
codes. Fatal errors will stop execution. The codes are related 
to input cards as described below: 
Error Code Range Comment 
l - 100 
101 - 7999 
8000+ 
General input errors, and errors 
encountered during a simulation run. 
Input warning errors. The code is 
determined as follows 
[Card Type] x 100 + [First error field] 
e.g., Code 503 signifies an error 
in Field 3 of Card Type 5. 
Input fatal errors. The code is 
determined as follows --
8000 + [Card Type] x 100 + [First error field] 
e.g., 9004 signifies an error 
in Field 4 of Card Type 10. 
Note: The codes contained in this appendix have been compiled 

















Incorrect card sequencing. 
Invalid stream number of zero. 
Cyclic queue encountered without starting point. 
Insufficient space available to store attributes of 
transactions. 
Too many entries in auxiliary attribute array. 
Storage array for user time-persistent variables was 
initialized at a time greater than last statistics 
collection time. 
COLP called with argument out of specified range. 
Negative number of observations. 
Invalid reference to an activity. 
COLC called with argument out of specified range. 
Number of transactions in Q-nodes exceeds storage 
space allocated. 
Number of sink nodes incorrectly specified. 
COL called with argument out of specified range. 















































TIM called with argument out of specified range. 
TIMP called with argument out of specified range. 
HIS called with argument ou:t of specified range. 
HISP called with argument out of specified range. 
HISC called with argument out of specified range. 
Invalid integer. 
Invalid condition code. 
Number of fields input exceeds maximum - remaining 
fields are ignored.-
Multiple decimal points in field - first decimal 
point was used. 
Invalid character in numeric field - end of card 
assumed. 
Malformed skip request - default values assumed 
for remainder of card. 
Invalid resource type specified by attribute value. 
Insufficient storage space for activity descriptions. 
Insufficient space for end-of-activity events. 
Number of resource units requested to be freed is 
greater than number of units in use. 
Attribute number too large. 
Requested status for nonexistent server. 
R,equest made to start a nonexistent activity. 
Attempt to decrease time associated with a trans-
action below current simulation time. 
Insufficient storage space for events. 
Attempt was made to remove a nonexistent event. 
Insufficient space in blocked transaction files. 
Reference to undefined resource ~umber. 
Nonalphanumeric analyst name field. 




Invalid number of nodes for statistics. 
Invalid number of sink nodes. 
Invalid number of sinks to realize network. 
No sink nodes specified and no time limit set; 
run will end when no events are scheduled. 
Invalid number of simulations. 
Invalid reporting of results request. 
Invalid start time for statistics collection. 
Invalid number of attributes per transaction. 
Invalid trace start run. 
Invalid trace end run. 
Invalid input field 19 of GEN card. 
Invalid execution option. 
Invalid branching type. 
Invalid mark indicator. 















































Invalid statistics ·type. 
Invalid mark indicator. 
Invalid initial number in queue. 
Invalid queue capacity. 
Invalid branching type. 
Invalid ranking procedure. 
Unrecognizable blocking/balking information. 
Invalid queue selection rule. 
Invalid server selection rule. 
Invalid stream number on SEED card. 
Negative random number stream specified. 
Sum of probabilities not one when DPROB called. 
Invalid distribution or function type on VAS card. 
Invalid parameter specification on VAS card. 
Too many assignments requested on VAS card. 
Invalid parameter value. 
Invalid random number stream specified on PAR card. 
Invalid server numbers. 
Invalid distribution or function type. 
Invalid parameter specification. 
Invalid activity number. 
Invalid number of parallel servers for non-
service activity. 
Invalid probability or order. 
Numeric data in condition field. 
Nonexistent node referenced. 
Replacement node same as node to be replaced. 
Number of replacement pairs exceeds 11. 
Unrecognizable characters on BEG card. 
Unrecognizable characters on FIN card. 
Subnetwork node number could not be identified. 
Excess number of nodes specified for nodal trace. 
Largest user-defined node number out of range on 
GEN card. 
Largest user-defined activity number out of range 
on GEN card. 
Invalid number of resource units specified at 
the beginning of a run. 
Invalid attribute for choice criterion or queue ranking. 
Invalid attribute for choice criterion or queue ranking. 
Invalid card ID. 
Invalid node number. 
Invalid number of requirements. 
Invalid ALLOCATE node specified for polling. 
Invalid number of resource units to be freed or 
altered. 
Error in node pairs associated with an ALLOCATE node. 












































GEN card missing or misspelled 
Invalid RESOURCE type specified. 
Invalid number of resource units specified. 
QUE o~ SEL card specifies a nonexistent balk node. 
Transaction to balk to an S-node with emanating 
servers. 
Invalid blocking of a non-service activity. 
Invalid selector node number. 
S-node specification exceeds allowable range. 
SEL card references a nonexistent queue node. 
The number of Q-nodes associated with the Match 
node is less than two. 
One of the MAT cards references a node that has 
not been defined. 
Invalid node number. 
Invalid attribute number on VAS card. 
Non-existent resource type referenced. 
Excess number of assignments and/or conditional 
branching specifications, 
Value assignment requested at nonexistent node. 
End node of an activity invalid. 
Invalid parameter specification on PAR card. 
Invalid start node. 
Invalid end node. 
Two branches from a Q-node with the same activity 
number and Q-node does not have probabilistic 
branching. 
The blocking of an activity representing parallel 
servers is prohibited. 
Invalid probability Cor order) value. 
Invalid condition code. 
Invalid conditional variable. 
Invalid conditional threshhold value. 
Invalid activity number on MOD card. 
Number of servers and/or number of modifications 
too large. 
Invalid subnetwork number. 
Continue card not allowed for editing. 
Subnetwork assigning a node number which is too large. 
Subnetwork assigning an activity number which is 
too large. 
Invalid subnetwork edit command. 
Invalid start node or end node on LIN card. 
Invalid condition in editing a subnetwork. 
Card number not defined for editing. 
Statistics requested exceed storage space allocated. 
Redimensioning required. 
User-statistics code exceeds allowable limit. 
Invalid user-statistics code. 
A-4 
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APPENDIX B -- SAMPLES OF Q-GERT INPUT/OUTPUT 
The two examples illustrated are from reference 6 and 
reference 1, respectively. 









QGERTG procedure listing and system JCL 
Q-GERT Echo Check of input cards; the cards 
producing this report are listed on page B.l-5 
Listing of Q-GERT input cards. 
Q-GERT analysis program output report. 
B.2 Q-GERT With User Options UF, UI, and UO 
B.2-1,2 QGERTCLG procedure listing and system JCL 
B.2-3 Listing of Function UF cards 
B.2.4 Listing of Subroutine UI cards 
B.2-5 Listing of Subroutine UO cards 
B.2-6 Echo check of input cards; the cards 
thru producing this report are listed on page B.2-9. 
B.2-8 
B.2-9 Listing of Q-GERT input cards 
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THIS PPOC fXECJTES T~E SI~GL6TICN P~OGRA~ ~GERT 
wITH Nli LSf:R FUNC T ICI\S PiH. 'v IOeD. 
CCC=C HY P.~.PERK!~~.LT. LSN 
~~VAL PCSTG~ACLAT~ SC~C[l- ~C~TEREY, CA. 
CATt 1 i•IAY 1S7d 
ALLOC. FOR GcRTCS€ GO 
l4A ALLCCAT~C TC STEFLIB 
302 ~LLOCAT~U TO ~TC5FCOl 
33~ ~LLOCATEC TO FTCtFCCl 
lj2 ~LLCC~TED TC FTC7FOOl 
lj2 ALL0CA1~C TO FTCEFCOl 
1~2 ALLCC~TFC TC FlC~fCCl 
132 ALLGCATEL TC FTlCFCCl 
- SlfP ~AS EXECLTEu- CC~C CCDE 0000 
FuB~0.~GE~T.Vt7~.CYLYLCAC 
VGL ~E? NU~= CISKG2. 
SYS7~U45.Tl447~S.F~COl.GERTQ98.TEMPl 
VUl ::,d, :"·K1S= Sl C;..L3. 
SYS790~5.T!4~7~5.RVCUl.GERT~Sa.TrMP2 
VCL StR NG~= SFCCL3. 
SYS7~U4~.Tl44l25.~VCLl.GEPT~SB.TEMP3 
VOL S~~ NOS: SPCJL~. 
SYS7~U~5.Tt447~5.?VCOl.GE~TQ~8.?~MP4 
VUL S~R NJS: SPCJL3. 






~TEP /GO I STOP 7~04~.!642 ~PU 
~YS7~045.T144 25.~VCCl.GF~TCSS.TFMDl 
VCL SE~ MC~= ~CGL~. 
O~IN l8.54SFC MAIN l84K LCS 
DE LET EO 
SYS7~0~=.T!~4 25.kVCCl.GERTC96.TEMP2 
VOL StK NOS= PCCL~. 
SYS7~U4S.T!~~ 25.~VCOi.GERTQ9&.TEMP~ 
VUL StR ~GS= PCJL~. 
SYS79u45.Tl44 25.KVCUl.GE~T09B.TEMP4 
Vlll SC:f\ i<OS= PCCL..:. 
JOB /Gf~TQS6 I STA~T 7SC45.lt38 










([PT SIMIJl•'ITFl:·l PRd.Jf-CT 1-ALJLIN(, B't PR.ITSJd:R 
[)c\H: 7/ f:/lSFl ObERT VJ:'D5l011 12130/T/ 
''"* t•r H. llRK DiSC~ I PT llJt.l ::: * 
1~1 1'·\bl: ,.; 0 I' :; 1 ;\'II S T l C S N!iiJl'S--- -------------------
!~lf'-1111 K OF S Jill< t-:CDl S-··,-·.-- .. ·---·-··---·-·-··------------
lllliHH·.K Cf IL,!i. S TC H:.ilUl1 Tli': M H.CI{I',----------
MJ'-lt'd{ Lf ~II·•ULAIIU.~> q::0ll::'5TEC------
::0Li·il'ii>K. 't I' 'PU< T Lf' lll.l\---------- -----------------
TJ1t: H..Ctv '•d-!U> ~,Jt.HSTICS Will eF KEPT---------
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.. QUEUf NUOf:S ~'* 






























All~CATE NODES I 
21 
2:. 
** RESOURCE ALLOCATF. NOD~S ** 
0 
0 







































OR 0£ STROYED 




































ENO FUNLTICN PARAM .ACTlVITY SER~E~ 
NUOE T~PE SPlC. ~U~BER L.AeEL 
PARAM~TER SPECIFICATION 
------····-----------····---PARAME TFP $··-~·---·-···-·----~·- ·-···--··---




































213 ~ 12·~61 3 
1 7·H25l5!d 

















**ACTIVITY DiSCRIPTICN ** 











CCI\C IT IONAl ERANCt- ltiG IN FORMAT ION 
TFS'T VM I ABLE RHATIDN THRf:~HCLO 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2 3 H 1.000 
~ 3 f:R l.COC 
3 
'• Cfi o.o 4 c; co c.c 
d 14 co o.c 
6 <j NG t~.UOll 
'» 10 UN 5.occ 
10 6 NO 6.0UC 
12 13 co 4BO.OuC 
1't 7 ((l 5. CCC 





















0 1. \)000 
I) I • 0 GO i) 
0 1. 001.1J 
0 1. 0000 
() 1. 0000 
0 1. 0000 
NETWORK MOOIFICATICNS 




















*** IN?UT CA~DS *** 
G E f~ , P k IT S K H , IJA Ul W G , 7 , t , l S I 7 , C , C , 0 , t 5 , C * 
*•I~PLT EkRCR ~UMBER 110** 
**Ch~CK FIELD 10 AND SLBSECU~~T FIELDS OF THE ABOVE CARD** 
sou.?~ 
ACT , ~, 3, f R ,} * 









All , ? :> , , 2. 1, ~I 2 2 * 
















HE!; , 1 u , 1 , 1 * 
AC.J,J.O.b,t\(,6* 





tl.llt) • 3. 3 t 1 b * 
FIN• 
*** EP f<CK COUNT 0-FATJ!l ERRS >IU 1-r.AP~li\GS 
••* EXECUTION Will tiE ATTEMPTED *** 






















GtRT SIMULATIGN PROJECT ~AULI~G BY PRllSKER 






+*•RE~ULTS FOP RUN 5*** 



















1-1/lX. I 1\ USE RESOURCE LAHEL NC~ AVE. IN L SE IN USE 
2 
4 1 l(AOlRS 0 0.975 2 TRUCKS 0 3.562 


















NO ONGOING ACllv!TlES 
AT 6:: •• 23 
e 



















-~ e GERT SIMULATIGI PPUJECT HAULING OAT[ 7/ 8/ 1~77 BY PRITSKER 
**FINAL RESULTS FOR 5 SIMULATIONS**· 
'· e 

































SD Of Alit MIN. MAX. AVE. 
c.~6Bt o.on 3 2.5122 21 .4%6 
O.OZI63 o.o o.t:C57 1. 3274 














**AVERAGf R~SOURCE JIVAilABILITY** 



















SO CF Allf MAX, 
e.t:soi 7.0000 
0,6753 2.0000 
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**AVERAG~ ~AJT!NG TIM~~• 
AVE. ~TC.CEV. SC CF A'vE 
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STAT 
TYPF 
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APPENDIX C -- Q-GERT SUBPROGRAMS AND OVERLAY STRUCTURE 
The Q-GERT analysis program is segmented into three overlays 
as shown in the figure below. It allows the storage requirements 
to remain below 32,000 words (decimal) or 100,000 words (octal). 
The QGERT overlay remains in core throughout the simulation and 
contains the controlling main program and the routines and 
labeled COMMONs required in both GASP and DATIN overlays. 
The DATIN overlay is loaded first and is used for initialization 
and processing of the QGERT input data. Upon return to the main 
program, control is transferred to the GASP overlay to carry 
out the simulation and print the summary reports. Dummy user 
subprograms such as Uf, UI, UO, and US are included in the 
GASP overlay.. .The replacement user functions for these sub-
programs must be placed in the GASP overlay. 
OVERLAY 
QGERT (Resident) DATIN GASP 
QGERT (MAIN) DATIN GASP 
ACTMAC APACK ALOCT 
BE BUILD ALTER 
BLOCK DATA DATN ASSIGN 
BP DATNG AVEI-VT 
·CLEAR DATNR BLOCK 
COL INPERR CAPQ 
COLC IPACK COLCT 
COLP I TRANS ERROR 
CPBE NPACK FREE 
CPBP PRMOD FREEA 















































































APPENDIX D -- Q-GERT CATALOGUE PROCedures 
D.l PROCedure Name: QGERTCLG 
//QGERTCLG 
I I )r: 
!/******************************************************** 
I I 1: 
II* THIS PROC EXECUTES THE SIMULATION PROGRAM QGERT 
II* WHEN USER FUNCTIONS ARE SUPPLIED 
II* CODED BY P.W. PERKINS, LT. USN 
II* NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL- MONTEREY, CA. 
II* DATE 1 MAY 1978 UPDATED 29 MARCH 1979 BY J. CYR 
I I 1: 
/!******************************************************** 
I I)': 
//FORT EXEC PGM=IEYFORT,REGION=180K 
//SYSLIN DD DSN=&SYSLIN,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,C1,1)), 
II DISP=C,PASS),DCB=RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800) 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//LINK EXEC PGM=IEWL,REGION=180K,COND=(4,LT,FORT), 
II PARM=tLIST,MAP,OVLY,SIZE=C130K,30K)' 
I /SYSLIB DD DSN=SYSl.FORTLIB,DISP=SHR 
II DD DSN=SYS1.MPSLIB,DISP=SHR 
II DD DSN=SYS3.QGERT.CYR.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR, 
II UNIT=3330,VOL=SER=DISK02 
/I SYSLIN DD DSN= :':,FORT. SYSLIN, DISP= ( 0 LD, DELETE) 
I! DD DDNAME=SYSIN 
//SYSLMOD DD DSN=&TCPROGRAM),UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=C,PASS), 
II SPACE=CCYL,(3,1,1)) 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=CSYSDA,SEP=CSYSLIN,SYSLMOD,SYSLIB)), 
II SPACE=CTRK,(10,5)) 
//SYSIN DD DSN=SYS1.PROCLIBCGERTOVLY),DISP=SHR 
!!GO EXEC PGM=*.LINK.SYSLMOD,COND=C4,LT,LINK),REGION=250K 
//FTOSF001 DD DDNAME=SYSIN 
//FT06F001 DD SYSOUT=A 
//FT07F001 DD UNIT=SYSDA,DSN=&&TEMP1,DISP=C,PASS), 
II SPACE=CTRK,(20,5)),DCB=CRECFM=FB,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=l330) 
//FT08F001 DD UNIT=SYSDA,DSN=&&TEMP2,DISP=(,PASS), 
II SPACE=(TRK,(10,5)),DCB=CRECFM=VS,LRECL=304,BLKSIZE=308) 
//FT09F001 DD UNIT=SYSDA,DSN=&&TEMP3,DISP=C,PASS), 
II SPACE=(TRK,(15,5)),DCB=CRECFM=VS,LRECL=324,BLKSIZE=328) 
//FT10F001 DD UNIT=SYSDA,DSN=&&TEMP4,DISP=C,PASS), 
II SPACE=CTRK,(20,5)).DCB=CRECFM=FB,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=l330) 
A listing of this procedure appears in the Computer 
Center's PROCLIB. 




II* THIS PROC EXECUTES THE SIMULATION PROGRAM QGERT 
II* WITH NO USER FUNCTIONS PROVIDED 
II* CODED BY P.W.PERKINS,LT. USN 
II* NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL- MONTEREY, CA. 




!!GO EXEC PGM=QGERT,REGION=250K 
IISTEPLIB DD DSN=SYS3.QGERT.CYR.OVLYLOAD,DISP=SER, 
II UNIT=3330,VOL=SER=DISK02 
//FTOSFOOl D:b imNAME=SYSIN 
//l'T06F001 DD SYSOUT=A 
/IFT07F001 DD UNIT=SYSDA,DSN=~&TEMPl,DISP=C,PASS), 
II SPACE=CTRK,(20,5)),DCB=CRECFM=FB,LRECL=l33,BLKSIZE=l330) 
IIFT08F001 DD UNIT=SYSDA,DSN=&~TEMP2,DISP=(,PASS), 
II SPACE=CTRK,Cl0,5)},DCB=CRECFM=VS,LRECL=304,BLKSIZE=308) 
IIFT09F001 DD UNIT=SYSDA,DSN=&&TEMP3,DISP=C,PASS), 
II SPACE=CTRK,Cl5,5)),DCB=CRECFM=VS,LRECL=324,BLKSIZE=328) 
IIFTlOFOOl DD UNIT=SYSDA,DSN=&&TEMP4,DISP=C,PASS), 
II SPACE=CTRK,(20,5)),DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=l33,BLKSIZE=l330) 






























APPENDIX E -- Q-GERT ARRAYS & RANDOM NO. GENERATOR LISTING 
E.l Q-GERT Arrays 
Table 1. Array Sizes for Variables 
Characteristics 
Number of Nodes 
Number of Q-Nodes 
+ S-Nodes 






Number of Statistics 100 
Nodes + Q-Nodes 
Number of Source 
Nodes 
20 
Number of Concurrent 200 
On-going Activities 
Number of Concurrent 400 
Transactions 
Number of Parameter 100 
Sets 
Number of Cells/ 20 
Histogram 
Number of Servers + 100 
Number of Modifi-
cations 
Number of Mark Nodes 
+ Number of Attri- 2400 
bute Assignments + 
Number of Conditional 
Branches 












































MACNN and all 
arrays in NODAL 
and QVAR except 
PARAM 
All arrays in 
QUE except NABA, 




All arrays in 











E.l Array Sizes for Variables in Q-GERT (Cont'd) 


















All arrays in 
Collected Statistics USTAT except 
IJCEL 
Number of Input 50 NCOMMA FFI All arrays in 
Fields Processed FFI except KARD 
Number of Random 
Number Streams 10 MXSTR PARM IISED, SSEED 
Number of Nodes 50 MXNTR STRAC NTBTR 
to be Traced 
Taole. 2 
Array 








Dimensioned as five times the maximum number 
of concurrent on-going activities,i.e., 5*MXEVT. 
Dimensioned as twice the maximum number of 
Q-nodes and S-nodes, i.e., 2*MXQUE. 
Dimensioned as the sum of the number of servers 
+ the number of network modifications, i.e., MXNPO 
[100 in this program]. 
This array maintains the transaction attribute 
information and must be dimensioned such that 
(number of attributes per transaction + 1) * 
(maximum number of concurrent transactions) 
is less than the dimensions of DESCR, which 
is 1600. 
This array maintains 7 attributes for each server. 
Network modification information is also stored 
in NABA with 3 values for each modification. 






E.l Array Sizes for Vari~bles in Q-GERT (Cont'd) 





This array maintains 7 attributes per activity, 
and is dimensioned at 700, i.e., 7*ID. 
This array maintains 3 values for each assignment 
made at a node; one word for each assignment 
node and 2 values for each mark node, as well 
as 3 values for each branch which emanates from 
a node with a conditional branching character-
istic. The dimension of NDSTR is set at 
3 1~YAS = 300. This allows 40 assignments at 
20 nodes (140) plus 20 mark nodes (40) plus 
40 conditional branches (120). Alternatively, 
no assignments could be made and there could 
be 75 mark nodes (150) and 50 conditional 
branches (150) . 
E.2 Q-GERT Local Random number Generator. 
The random number generator described in Reference 1 is 
machine-dependent, and is not compatible with the IBM 360. 
Therefore, Function DRAND has been modified locally, and 
incorporated Professor Lewis,. random number generator GGUB. 
See reference 7. 
A copy of the listing for the Function DRAND appears below. 
FUNCTION DRAND(IX} 
c 
c~H*~~I1? MXSTR IS @REATE'R THAN 10, THE DIMENSION AND DATA 







































APPENDIX F -- DIRECTORY OF Q-GERT ARRAYS, FUNCTIONS, 
SUBROUTINES, AND VARIABLES 
Array/function/subroutine/variable names which appear in 
this memorandum, reference 1, or reference 6, are listed below. 
Numbers/letters are pages/appendices in this memorandum; 
numbers in parentheses are pages in reference 1 Ca "C r;)" 
signifies that the name appears in the index of reference 1; 
numbers in brackets are pages in reference 6. The same name 




EEVNT - 7 
MFEB - 7 
NNVNT- 7,E 
NSET- 7,8,10,12,E 
:XABA ~ 12 
NACTY - ( 1') 
Subroutines: HALTA - C*) 
PTIN - ( 1'') 




MXEVT - E 
JJPAC - 7 
NDPT - 10 
EEVTI - 7 
MLEE - 7 
Q-GERT Nodes (General) 
Arrays: JSINK- 6,10,11 
MACNN - E 
NDCH- 10,11 
NDSTR - lO,E 
NREL - 10,11, (l';) 
NREL2 - 10,11,12,(*) 
NSINK ... 6,12 
NTBTR - E 
NTYPE - 10 
MFE- 8,10 
NABA - 12,E 
NPO - 12,E 
QSET- 7,8,12 
PACTY - 14, (o/') 
SNACT - ( 1") 
X TEND - C ~·, ) 
ID - E 
NNVNT- 7,E 
MFEE - 7 
MMID - 7 
LSINK - 9,10,11,12 
MFE - 8,10 
NDPT - 10 
NFTBU - 10, (l") 
NRELP - 10,11,12,(*) 
NSIGN - 10 
NSORC - E 
NTC- 10,11,14,15,(*) 
XDSTR - 10 
Q-GERT Nodes (General) [Conttd] 
Function: NACTY - U:J 




IQ - 9,11 
MXNTR - E 
NSKS - 9,11 
IMNQ - 11 
MFESQ "" 12 
11XQ11E -. E 
N'REL - 1 0 , 11 , U; ) 
NREL2- 10,11,12,(*) 
NSNR - E 
TLCQ - 11 
PTIN- (*), [12,23] 
MXNOD - E 
MXSOU - E 
MFEQ - 9,11 
MLEQ - 9,11 
NPTR - 9 ,E 
NRELP - 10,11,12,(*) 
NSETS - E 
NTC - 10,11,14,15 
Functions: AVEWT- 16, [19], (1;) NOFQ- c~~) 
RCAPQ - C*) TINIQ - (*) 





XNINQ .,.. (*) 
IPTR ... 9 
IQ - 9,11 
NSKS - 9,11 
MFESQ - 12 
NSETS - E 
CAPQ - C*) 
MXQUE - E 
Q-GERT Probability Distributions 
Arrays: 
Functions: 
IISED - E 
PARAM - (i;) 
BE - (250,371) 
ER - (250,371) 
GA- (250,371) 
NO - 14, (250,371) 
TR - (250,371) 
Subroutines: CPBE - (252) 
CPGA - (252) 
CPTR - (252) 
IPTRS - 9 
MXSTA - 6 ,E 
NSAQ - ll,E 
NSNR - E 
NOFQ .- C*) 
IPAR - E 
SSEED - E 
DRAND - E.2 
EX - (250,371) 
10 - 14, (250,371) 
PO - 14, (250,371) 
UN - (250,371) 
CPBP - (252) 
CPLO - (252) 






Q-GERT Probability Distributions (Cont 1d) 




ICCR- [12], (*) 
ICSRU- [12], (*) 
TIRU- [12], C*) 
IALOC - 5 , (:':) 
Subroutines: FREE - 5, (*) 
Variables: MXRES - [ 3] , C 4 3 3 ) 
Q-GERT Server ActiVities 
Arrays'. 
functions: 
BLMAX - E' 
BSMIN - E 
MSTUS- 8,E 
NPO - 12,E 
SBUS - 11 
TLCB - 11 
ISTUS ... (:':) 
'REMST - (:':) 
Subroutines: STAGO - C*) 
Variables: IACT - 8 
MXNPO - E 



































MXSTR - E 
ICSRA- [12], (:':) 
TIRA- [12,23], (*) 
ALTER - 5, (i:) 
NRES- [12], (369) 
BSMAX - E 
MACAN - E 
NABA - 12 ,E 
NSTUS - 11 
SBLK - 11 
XABA - 12 
NOFQ - (i:) 
TISS - (:':) 
STSER - (:':) 
MXABA - E 




































Q-GERT Statistics g Data Gathering (Cont 1d) 
Variables: MUTIM - E MXCEL - 6,E 






f:QI:SCR - 7, 8 , 9, E 
MFEQ ... 9,11 
NDPT ... 8 
NPTR - 9,E 










STORA ... 14, 
JJPTR 7,8 
IPTRS - 9 




NATT - 14, (*) 
NROWS - 14, (1:) 
Q-GERT Miscellan:eous 
Array: KARD - E. 
functions: • NATC'V - (i:) 
UF - 14, (1:) 
Subroutines; PACTY- 14, (*) 
uo ... (i:) 
Variables: ITRAC - 14, (1:) 
MXVAS - E 
NRUN - (:':) 
TBEG- 16, [12], (:':) 
F-4 
MFEB - 7 
MLEQ - 9,11 
NESCR- 7,8 
NQAT - 9,E 
TMARK - ( 1:) 
GETAT - (:':) 
PATRB - ( :':) 
STAGO - ( 1:) 
IPTR - 9 
MAXDS - E 
MXTRS - E 
NDE - 8, (1:) 
NODCV - ( :':) 
UI - ( :':) 
us - 14, (:':) 
MXNTR - E 
NCOMMA - E 
NRUNS - ( :':) 
TNOW- [12,23], (*) 
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